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ABSTRACT

Overlay measurements are a critical part of modern semiconductor fabrication, but overlay targets have not scaled down in the way devices
have. In this work, we produce overlay targets with very small footprint, consisting of just a few scattering nanoparticles in two separate
device layers. Using moir�e patterns to deterministically generate many overlay errors on a single chip, we demonstrate readout of the relative
displacement between the two layers and show that calibration on one realization of the targets can be used for overlay measurements on
subsequent instances. Our results suggest that using greater quantities of smaller overlay targets may benefit performance both directly and
through finer sampling of deformation.
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Overlay error—the misalignment between different patterned
layers on a chip—is a key quantity in wafer metrology.1,2 With feature
sizes shrinking and the semiconductor industry increasingly focused
on few-nanometer nodes, minimizing overlay error is crucial to
manufacturing yield and device performance.3–5 Typical overlay tar-
gets consist of a set of one-dimensional gratings.6 Scatterometry on a
full set of these gratings allows reconstruction of two-dimensional
overlay error, based on understanding of the scattering properties vs
position error.7,8 These overlay targets are sized based on their scatter-
ing physics and do not scale down with device feature size, leaving
overlay targets 20–100lm squared in the midst of devices fabricated
with nanometer-scale precision. Moreover, the few-nanometer overlay
error tolerance in advanced nodes means that non-uniform overlay
across a complete wafer becomes highly relevant. The sampling over-
lay error at just a few positions leaves appreciable uncertainty in the
wafer deformation model that predicts overlay at intermediate posi-
tions.4,6 It could thus be advantageous to implement smaller overlay
sensors, which might be placed in more positions to better sample
overlay error across the wafer.

In this work, we perform overlay error retrieval with targets
of minimal footprint: just four nanoparticles, for a target around
400� 400 nm2 in size. Using principal component analysis on angle-
resolved intensity patterns, we measure overlay retrieval performance.
We investigate the effect of fabrication errors on the reliability of this

method by reusing calibration data for overlay measurement on a dif-
ferent device and comparing overlay retrieval error.

The overlay targets we study consist of plasmonic nanoparticles.
Such particles are known to couple strongly to light despite their small
size,9,10 with scattering cross sections larger than their geometric cross
section. This helps to maximize scattered signal despite the small area.
Such particles may be created during patterning steps using metal but
they may otherwise be replaced by resonant particles made out of
dielectrics.11 We use disc-shaped gold nanoparticles of diameter
110 nm and height 40 nm, distributed over two layers: three on corners
of a 150nm square in the bottom layer and another centered on the
same square, but in the top layer. The layers are fabricated on a boro-
silicate glass substrate. We use electron beam physical vapor deposi-
tion to deposit gold over a shadow mask patterned by electron beam
lithography. The hard mask is lifted off as a sacrificial layer, leaving the
bottom layer of nanoparticles. We apply a spacer layer of 89 nm of
commercial spin-on glass (Microresist OrmoComp) and repeat the
process to fabricate the top nanoparticle layer. The top layer is coated
with an identical layer of spin-on glass to avoid reflections near the
focal plane. This four-nanoparticle design can show significant chiral
optical response and has been proposed as a plasmonic “ruler” as the
three-dimensional arrangement strongly modifies optical spectra.
Such spectral tuning through spatial configuration has been demon-
strated in arrays of a larger-scale variant of these structures in the
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infrared.12 The fourfold asymmetry in the design also makes the
design polarization-sensitive. Two realizations of these overlay targets
are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), as imaged by scanning electron
microscopy. As overlay error in this target is the distance between the
center of the circumscribed square of the three bottom particles and
the center position of the top particle, we see that the target in Fig. 1(a)
has moderate overlay error (30 nm) and the target in Fig. 1(b) has
large overlay error (180nm). We recognize the individual nanopar-
ticles, imaged through the spin-on glass layer. Our goal is then to reli-
ably and efficiently measure the overlay error in these structures.

In order to test these overlay targets over a range of overlay
errors, we exploit moir�e patterns. We use electron beam lithography
to fabricate arrays of both bottom and top components of the target,
but with slightly different pitch: 5.0000lm for the bottom layer and
5.0375lm for the top layer. This way, we realize individually address-
able copies of our overlay target with steps in overlay error of 37.5 nm
in both X and Y directions, as visualized schematically in Fig. 1(c).
Note that in the fabricated devices, the separation between individual
overlay targets is more than ten times their width. We will refer to
these synthetic overlay errors as overlay values, in order to avoid con-
fusion with the error in measurement of these overlay values. One
convenient property of this experimental architecture is that a small
overlay error in our fabrication process will simply shift the origin of
our overlay reference grid. In experiment, the overlay values in our
overlay targets range from �187.5 to 187.5nm in 11 steps along both
X and Y, with uniform deviations of up to 15nm for separate arrays.
This fabrication process deterministically provides us with targets
with different overlay values on which we may test overlay retrieval
techniques.

In order to determine overlay value, we collect angle-resolved
intensity data. We illuminate the targets with supercontinuum laser
light (NKT Whitelase Micro) filtered down to a 10nm band around
620nm. This center wavelength matches the peak of the broad plas-
mon resonance of the nanoparticles. The effective numerical aperture
of the illuminating beam is NAin ¼ 0:37, which produces a focal spot
significantly wider than the overlay targets. This reduces the sensitivity
of the experiment on the nanometer-scale positioning of the overlay
target with respect to the laser spot. We collect the back-scattered light

over a numerical aperture of NAout ¼ 0:95 through the same objective
(60�; NA ¼ 0:95, Nikon CFI Plan Apochromat Lambda). Via a 4f
system and polarizer, the angle-resolved intensity distribution at the
back focal plane of the objective is projected onto a camera, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1(d). We use a standard CMOS camera (Basler
acA1920–40um) at an integration time of 40ms, which is comparable
with common practice in overlay metrology.6 We disregard the central
NAin ¼ 0:37 that corresponds to specular reflection, instead looking
at the light scattered out of this cone by the overlay targets. In princi-
ple, information on the overlay value is modulated onto the specular
reflection inside this cone as well, but extraction of that information is
more challenging, introducing errors related to small variations of the
specularly reflected light. Two of the scattering patterns, thus, collected
are shown in Fig. 2(a). The images correspond to the overlay values of
around �180 (top) and 190nm (bottom) along the X axis. We see
that the scattering patterns are clearly different and show beaming
along the axis between different particles, in line with the literature on
plasmonic phased array experiments.13,14 These scattering patterns are
to be mapped to overlay value.

We retrieve overlay value from angle-resolved intensity data by a
calibration-based method previously used to retrieve the position of
light sources15 and scattering objects.16 By this method, we collect scat-
tering patterns for all the overlay values available in the moir�e pattern.
We then use singular value decomposition, a tool from principal com-
ponent analysis, to identify patterns in the relation between overlay
value and scattering pattern. Singular value decomposition finds a lin-
ear basis for the set of intensity images, such that the total weight of
each successive element in the basis is maximal.17 For many problems,
this permits compression of the reference dataset, where only the first
few, largest-weight elements are preserved with minimal loss in infor-
mation. In Fig. 2(b), we show the first six angle-resolved linear basis
elements (round patterns, red–blue) and the corresponding weight
each element has at the different overlay values (square patterns,
green–purple). The bottom-layer nanoparticles are drawn for scale.
From this perspective, overlay value corresponds to the position of the
fourth, top-layer nanoparticle. After the first element, which corre-
sponds to a largely overlay-independent background, we see two basis
elements that map almost directly to Y and X overlay value. The latter,

FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron image of a minimal-footprint overlay target with small overlay error. Particles circled in blue sit in the bottom (far) layer, the particle circled in red
sits in the upper (near) layer. (b) Like (a), but with much larger overlay error. (c) Deterministically producing many different overlay values on a single chip using the moir�e
effect. Distances in this cartoon are not shown to scale: the distance between individual targets is 5lm compared to the 400 nm width of the individual targets. (d) Basic set-
up for measurement of overlay error using angle-resolved intensity data.
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the third element, also explains the patterns as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Further elements encode finer overlay value dependence of scattering
patterns. The optimal basis also provides some insight into how these
overlay targets work, i.e., to what degree their response is due to near-
field interactions between the nanoparticles vs far-field interference by
the individual scattering signals of each nanoparticle. Near-field inter-
actions are strongest when particles are close together, with a sharp
position dependence. If near-field interactions were the dominant
mechanism, we would likewise expect to see a sharp overlay value
dependence in the radiation patterns, probably around the points
where the top-layer particle sits directly over any of the bottom-layer
particles. Instead, the dominant basis elements are nearly linear over
the full 350 nm overlay value range. This suggests that the overlay tar-
get produces its scattering patterns mostly by single scattering and far-
field interference. In the single-scattering limit, it would be possible to
model the response of the system using the scattering matrices of each
individual particle and construct their far-field interference, which
could then be analytically inverted to infer the overlay value from a
measurement. A general advantage of the principal component

analysis used here is that it still applies in a multiple scattering sce-
nario, which may be the operational regime that enables even more
precise overlay sensors. Calculation of the optimal basis in Fig. 2(b)
constitutes calibration of the overlay target: We now know the overlay
value dependence of scattering patterns on this set of devices.

In the first test, we collect the new scattering patterns on the
same structures as were used for calibration. Experimental imperfec-
tions due to detection noise and optical re-alignment are, thus, not
shared between both datasets, but fabrication imperfections are. The
new patterns are projected onto the optimal basis, and we compare the
coefficients with the weights found for every overlay value in the refer-
ence set. Summing the square of residuals gives a match value at each
overlay value. The overlay value corresponding to the largest match is
taken as our best estimate of overlay value given the measurement
data and the calibration. We perform this procedure at every overlay
value and calculate the retrieval error: the overlay value difference
between the best estimate and the actual known overlay value. The
results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 2(c). Arrows indicate in which
direction the correct overlay value was missed for those cases where it

FIG. 2. (a) Example scattering patterns for overlay targets with overlay values �180 (top) and 190 nm (bottom) along the X axis. The scattered light fills a cone of
NAout ¼ 0:95. The dark region in the center corresponds to the illumination cone of NAin ¼ 0:37. (b) The first six elements of the singular value decomposition of a set of cali-
bration data. Round, red–blue panels show the elements of the linear basis for angle-resolved intensity data and square, green–purple panels show the weight this element
holds at each overlay value. Scale bars around element 5 show the extent in momentum space of the basic elements as well as the overlay range covered by the calibration.
Black circles mark the size of the overlay target with respect to the calibration area; if these are taken as static, overlay value corresponds to the position of the fourth particle.
(c) Retrieving overlay with the calibration data. Overlay retrieval error is calculated for new measurement data, using earlier calibration data from the same device. Where over-
lay value is not retrieved correctly, arrows indicate in which direction the error is made. Black circles show the scale of the overlay target, as in (b).
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was not retrieved correctly. We see that most overlay values are
retrieved correctly, with the size of non-zero retrieval errors mostly a
single 37.5nm step. We can further define an ensemble error DOVe,
i.e., the average retrieval error across the entire calibrated domain,

DOVe ¼
1

nxny

X

ðx;yÞ
jvxyj; (1)

with vxy the individual retrieval error vectors for all overlay values
(x, y) on the nx � ny domain. For these measurements, ensemble error
is around DOVe ¼ 20 nm. We note that these errors are larger than
the few-nanometer requirements in advanced nodes. However, this
should be considered in light of the enormous reduction in size, from
100lm to 400nm to a side. Although here we show just one realiza-
tion, the errors in Fig. 2 do not appear to have a preferred direction,
suggesting that combining multiple such sensors could improve per-
formance. It is also conceivable that finer steps in the calibration set
would reduce ensemble error. Further investigations might explore
whether the source of the error lies in sensitivity to defects, positioning
or something else and, thus, what the practical bounds on retrieval
error are. From the available data, we conclude that overlay retrieval
with the designed targets works reliably over the 375nm range.

So far, we have used devices that we had taken calibration data
on beforehand. Of course, in overlay metrology, the target is specifi-
cally unknown, having been shaped by process variations that it is the
purpose of metrology to calibrate. To test this more realistic case, we
now reuse the optical calibration data from one device to retrieve over-
lay value on a separate one with its own fabrication imperfections.
Analyzing these in the same way as before, we find the results in
Fig. 3(a). We see that retrieval errors are appreciably larger than with a
calibrated device, with ensemble error now around DOVe ¼ 60 nm.
This increase in error is likely due to variability in our fabrication pro-
cess. Indeed, a main challenge for benchmarking metrology innova-
tions for CMOS technology using prototypes fabricated by e-beam
technology is that e-beam lithography does not reach the reliable fabri-
cation quality of CMOS processing. Due to the small size of the targets,
which leaves them vulnerable to nanometer-scale defects, a highly
optimized process would be required to ensure reproducibility. To get
a better feel for the source of errors, we have repeated our previous
measurements, both calibrated on the same device and independently
calibrated, on both devices, with different polarizations. We performed
experiments using linear horizontal and vertical polarization, which

should give an identical response considering the L-shaped design of
the top layer of the target. Thus, averaged over all structures with vary-
ing overlay on the device, the ensemble error should not differ for hor-
izontal and vertical polarization. We can also treat sample data as
calibration data and vice versa. We show all ensemble errors found in
this way in Fig. 3(b). We see that the calibrated structure consistently
outperforms the independently calibrated one, but also that the inde-
pendently calibrated device consistently obtains an ensemble error
around DOVe ¼ 65 nm. This suggests that the differences between
structures may cause a more or less fixed ensemble error level, rather
than a wide spread. The small spread could indicate that there is an
observable difference between both devices, resulting from fabrication
imperfections, but that both devices still show a sufficiently great
amount of similarity for overlay metrology. Of course, measurements
on more devices of this type would be needed to further inform our
interpretations and verify how non-ideal device fabrication affects
overlay retrieval performance.

We have performed two-dimensional overlay retrieval with tiny
overlay targets, consisting of just four nanoparticles. Using a moir�e
grid to deterministically produce a wide range of overlay errors on a
single chip, we show overlay retrieval error with mean error around
20nm on calibrated devices, using tens of millisecond integration
times. This performance is obtained by principal component analysis
of angle-resolved intensity data, which shows that the main variation
in patterns maps nearly linearly to the two spatial axes. Reusing cali-
bration data on separate structures show overlay retrieval errors
around 65nm, which is clearly larger than on calibrated structures,
but nonetheless show that the unavoidable defects arising from nano-
particle fabrication may be tolerable in overlay metrology.

The overlay targets demonstrated here are much smaller than
typical overlay targets. Of course, larger overlay targets do provide
stronger scattering signal, besides the added benefit of diffraction
orders, which will affect the accuracy with which overlay error can be
measured. This may be part of the reason why the current demonstra-
tion does not meet the commercial few-nanometer requirement. For
the measurements with independent calibration, another reason may
be sought in fabrication errors. The fabrication process employed is
known to produce errors in particle size and shape that cause variance
in scattering properties.18 We fully expect that the carefully controlled
fabrication processes used in the semiconductor industry will drasti-
cally reduce variability between devices, bringing the ensemble error

FIG. 3. (a) Overlay retrieval with independent calibration data, shown like Fig. 2(c). (b) Overlay retrieval performance across measurements, either using a fully calibrated
device or retrieving overlay through independent calibration data. Differently oriented triangles correspond to different polarizations.
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level for structures with independent calibration much closer to the
error level of the fully calibrated devices. If the errors for calibrated
structures can be shown to be uncorrelated, as seems to be the case
from the data presented here, multiple minimal-footprint targets
could be used to bring effective ensemble error down to tolerable
levels. With the five order-of-magnitude difference in footprint,
this would still represent a major gain in area. Our algorithm exclu-
sively used angle-resolved intensity data to retrieve overlay. It is
worth asking how the performance of this readout scheme com-
pares to use of spectral information, as performed elsewhere,12 or
to the readout of other far-field degrees of freedom like polarization
in addition. Optimal far-field measurement schemes remain a fasci-
nating target for further research.

Our minimal-footprint targets seem to encode overlay error in
radiation patterns through far-field interference, rather than through
more strongly position-dependent multiple scattering mechanisms.
With this in mind, it is interesting to ask how more precise overlay
sensors may be designed for a given measurement.19,20 One path
could be to exploit phenomena with a stronger position dependence,
such as plasmonic coupling between individual nanoparticles21 or
molecular ruler-like systems.22 As the interparticle coupling can
depend on wavelength, such sensors may exhibit a stronger spectral
response. This could enable tuning of the illumination wavelength,
or a combination of wavelengths, to possibly further increase the
measurement sensitivity. Overlay sensors are typically made, by
necessity, out of the same material as the layers between which over-
lay error is to be measured. This means that metallic particles, as
used here, can only be used in part of overlay applications. For
others, dielectric (gap) resonators11 may be a good alternative, espe-
cially seeing how our technique does not appear to require multiple
scattering between overlay target elements. As device features con-
tinue to shrink and overlay metrology becomes increasingly vital to
process yield, we expect that innovation in overlay targets will prove
critical.
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work is part of the research program of the Netherlands
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